Teacher and Student Forum
12th Meeting

March 22nd, 2022
Minutes and Matters Arising

Please note that as usual, we’ll record the meeting for minuting purposes.
Updates from CERN
Situation at CERN

• CERN is currently in GREEN, the “old normal”

• Group visits cancelled up until end of April
  • visits capacity is being re-evaluated

• μCosm is visitable in line with Swiss rules
• S’Cool LAB is usable in line with Swiss rules

• Universe of Particles to re-open in April (closed due to works)
Internship Programmes

• HSSIP Pilot comes to a close

• Internship programmes at CERN are being re-thought in a wider perspective

• In due course, we’ll contact you in order to understand your countries’ needs/wishes/suggestions for school-level internship programmes at CERN.
Updates from Members
Round Table
A.o.B.
GIREP Conference 2022
Effective Learning in Physics:
From Contemporary Physics to Remote Settings
Next Meeting

CERN Council’s September Session 2022

Teacher and Student Forum
September 27th, 2022
14:00 CET

followed by a visit and dinner.